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Abstract—One future goal of service-oriented computing is to
realize global markets of composed services. On such markets,
service providers offer services that can be flexibly combined
with each other. However, most often, market participants are
not able to individually estimate the quality of traded services in
advance. As a consequence, even potentially profitable transac-
tions between customers and providers might not take place. In
the worst case, this can induce a market failure. To overcome this
problem, we propose the incorporation of reputation information
as an indicator for expected service quality. We address On-
The-Fly Computing as a representative environment of markets
of composed services. In this environment, customers provide
feedback on transactions. We present a conceptual design of a
reputation system which collects and processes user feedback,
and provides it to participants in the market. Our contribution
includes the identification of requirements for such a reputation
system from a technical and an economic perspective. Based on
these requirements, we propose a flexible solution that facilitates
the incorporation of reputation information into markets of
composed services while simultaneously preserving privacy of
customers who provide feedback. The requirements we formulate
in this paper have just been partially met in literature. An
integrated approach, however, has not been addressed yet.

Keywords–Reputation; Service Market; Service Composition;
Privacy Protection; On-The-Fly Computing.

I. INTRODUCTION

A major goal of On-The-Fly (OTF) Computing [1][2][3]
is the automated composition of software services that are
traded on dynamic markets and that can be flexibly combined
with each other. A user formulates a request for an individual
software solution, receives an answer in terms of a composed
service, and finally executes the composed service.

As an illustrative example, let us assume that someone
wants to post-process a holiday video. However, it does not
pay off to use a monolithic software solution because such
software provides a lot of dispensable functionality, and is
therefore too expensive to buy for just this purpose. What this
person needs is an individually customized software composed
of only those services, which together are able to satisfy

his needs. A famous web-based platform for individual post-
processing tasks is Instagram [4], which provides different
image processing services that can be applied to an uploaded
photo or video. However, the variety of available services is
restricted and the selection of appropriate services has still to
be done manually.

Now, let us consider a market of image processing services.
A person, who wants to post-process his video, becomes a
user within this market by formulating a request describing
what he expects from the composed service (e.g., the func-
tionality to create videos with reduced image noise and an
increased brilliance homogeneously distributed throughout the
entire video). Subsequently, a post-processing solution that
satisfies the user’s request is automatically composed based
on image processing services that are supplied by different
market participants. In this scenario, the user only has to pay
for the actually utilized functionality.

However, for market participants it is difficult to estimate
the quality of services before the service is actually used.
For example, an image processing service’s response time can
be predicted to a certain extent, but it is very dependent on
the specific context, e.g., its execution environment and its
current load. Other markets such as eBay or Amazon solve this
problem by using a reputation system. Within such a system,
the experiences other users made in previous transactions are
collected. Thereby, the reputation information provides new
users an indicator for the service quality they can expect. As an
example, let us consider that many users were entirely satisfied
with a specific image processing service and rated it with five
stars, for example. As a consequence, this service gained a high
reputation, which makes it more attractive for future users.
Not only the requesters, but also the whole market benefits
from considering reputation, because the providers of high-
quality products are rewarded with a high reputation, thereby
increasing their chances for future sales. On the other hand,
low-quality or even deceptive service providers will vanish
from the market after some time, which again pays off for
all customers. Existing reputation systems used by eBay or
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Amazon, for example, do not explicitly consider ratings for
composed services. Other reputation systems, such as those
to rate trips or hotels, often ask the user to evaluate different
aspects. However, single services cannot be combined with
each other as flexibly as needed on the OTF market. Thus,
a reputation system for composed services is still an open
challenge.

The contribution of this paper covers the identification of
requirements for a reputation system for markets of composed
services such as OTF Computing. Furthermore, it covers the
conceptual design of our proposed solution in terms of a
flexible reputation system. Technical details and intermediate
results of a prototypical implementation are not part of the
contribution and are consequently beyond the scope of this
paper. We are, however, currently working on an exemplary
realization in order to analyze the influence and demonstrate
the benefit of the incorporation of reputation information into
the OTF Computing process. The contribution of this paper is
not necessarily restricted to OTF Computing alone. Results of
our work can also be adopted to other areas in which reputation
of combinable products play a role.

To the best of our knowledge, there are currently no
existing reputation system approaches that can be directly ap-
plied in OTF Computing. There are indeed reputation systems
which cover the requirement of privacy protection. However,
either those systems entail a high overhead and are thus
impractical (as covered in related work) and too inflexible to
be used in such a complex scenario as in OTF Computing, or
privacy is only a “property” which is said to be achieved—but
not enforced cryptographically. We rather pursue a privacy-
by-design approach for our proposed reputation system in
OTF Computing. Related to our idea of flexibility, reputation
provided and requested depending on specific circumstances
has been studied in multi-agent systems [5][6]. Furthermore,
reputation has already been considered in the area of service
composition: A survey is presented by Mármol et al. [7].
However, privacy protection is not considered by already
existing approaches. Each of the existing approaches only deals
with a subset of the requirements we identified.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces
OTF Computing while mainly focusing on those aspects that
are relevant for the work at hand. Furthermore, it motivates
the significance of reputation in OTF Computing. Section III
gives a detailed problem description by subsequently intro-
ducing crucial requirements for a reputation system in OTF
Computing. Section IV presents our conceptional solution in
terms of a flexible reputation system that covers all identified
requirements. Existing approaches that only partially cover
these requirements are discussed in Section V. Section VI
points out remaining research challenges. Finally, the paper
concludes with Section VII.

II. ON-THE-FLY COMPUTING

A major goal of OTF Computing is automated composition
of flexibly combinable services that are traded on markets. A
user’s request for an individual software solution should be
resolved by automatically composing a solution on demand.
OTF Computing addresses the entire process, starting with fun-
damental concepts for organizing large-scale service markets

up to the final execution of a composed service. Embedding
automatic service composition into service markets is one key
challenge for realizing OTF Computing.

A. Automatic Service Composition

In general, we interpret automatic service composition as
the sequential application of composition steps. A composition
step may, for example, correspond to selecting a service in
order to realize a placeholder within a workflow [8]. Regarding
our initial example in terms of image processing services,
a placeholder could correspond to a class of services which
provide similar functionality (such as smoothing filters). For
execution, a specific service (e.g., Gaussian smoothing) must
then to be selected. A composition step, however, may also cor-
respond to a single step within a composition algorithm based
on Artificial Intelligence (AI) planning approaches [9][10].

For simplicity, let us assume that a workflow is available
and that a service composition step corresponds to selecting
a service. We divide a single composition step into two
separate processes which subsequently reduce the amount of
qualified service candidates. First of all, a Service Matching
process determines to what extent a particular service fulfills
a placeholder’s functional (e.g., signatures and behavior) as
well as non-functional requirements (e.g., quality properties
such as response time or reliability) [11][12]. Based on the
matching result, services that provide significantly different
functionality or that violate important non-functional restric-
tions can be discarded directly. Subsequent to the matching
process, a Service Recommendation process identifies (and
ranks) the best service candidate(s) out of the set of remaining
services. During the recommendation process, explicitly given
non-functional objectives regarding the final composed ser-
vice (e.g., maximizing the performance while simultaneously
minimizing the costs) as well as implicit knowledge from
previous composition processes (e.g., a certain service is more
qualified in a particular context than others) are incorporated.
The incorporation of knowledge from previous composition
processes is realized by means of Reinforcement Learning [13]
and requires feedback about the quality of the execution
result [14].

B. Market Infrastructure Perspective

Figure 1 shows the transactional view on the entire OTF
Computing process, reduced to those processes that are rele-
vant for the work at hand. OTF Provider Selection and Service
Provider Selection are decision-making processes regarding
transactions within the market. Three different classes of
market participants are involved in the overall process: users,

OTF Provider

Service 
Composition

Service 
RecommendationUser Rating

1) Request

2) Response3) Execution

OTF Provider
Selection

Service 
Provider 
Selection

Service
Matching

Service Provider
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Figure 1: Overall On-The-Fly Computing process.
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OTF providers, and service providers. A user formulates a
request for an individual software solution and sends it to an
OTF provider of his choice (Step 1). The selected OTF provider
processes the request and automatically composes a solution
based on elementary services that are supplied by independent
service providers.

For each composition step, an OTF provider asks a se-
lected subset of service providers for elementary services. The
previously mentioned matching process is part of the OTF
architecture and takes place before an OTF provider receives
answers about appropriate elementary services. The matching
process operates as a filter ensuring that only services that
fulfill the desired requirements to a certain extent are returned.
The recommendation process, in turn, is part of the OTF
provider-specific composition process and highly depends on
the context of the request.

As soon as a composed service is created, it is passed on to
the user (Step 2), who subsequently executes it (Step 3). After
execution, the user rates his degree of satisfaction regarding
the quality of the execution result (Step 4). In the current
setting, the value of the user rating is immediately returned to
the associated OTF provider. By transforming the value into a
reward and incorporating it into the Reinforcement Learning
process within the recommendation system, the OTF provider
improves his internal composition strategy (recommendation
process) for future user requests [15].

C. Reputation as Signal for Quality

In a dynamic market of software services, information
about quality (e.g., service quality or the quality of OTF
providers) is essential. A user may resort only to OTF
providers of a certain quality (e.g., with respect to customer
support), while simultaneously accepting only composed ser-
vices of a certain quality level (e.g., composed services with
high reliability and trustworthiness). OTF providers, in turn,
have to build composed services consisting of elementary
services with a quality level according to a user’s request. In-
formation about quality, however, is either difficult to estimate
before a transaction actually took place, or cannot be simply
trusted if the quality information is provided by the associated
market participant itself (e.g., when a service provider specifies
the quality of his own services). Our solution to overcome
these issues is to replace the previously mentioned and fairly
simple user rating procedure (cf. Figure 1) with a flexible
reputation system, which aggregates user ratings into single
reputation values and provides them to market participants.
Reputation can then be incorporated as an estimation of quality
into the different decision-making processes.

III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND REQUIREMENTS

Our goal is to explicitly incorporate reputation information
as an estimation of quality into the OTF Computing process.
Using goal-oriented requirements engineering [16], we system-
atize our reputation information requirements by investigating
the role of reputation from different perspectives.

A. Reputation Information Within the On-The-Fly Process

As shown in Figure 1, the OTF Computing process is
initiated by a user’s request. To enable users to choose an OTF

provider they want to establish a business relationship with,
i.e., to buy a composed service from, reputation information
about OTF providers must be available.

(R1) OTF Provider Reputation: The reputation system
must provide reputation information about OTF
providers.

The selected OTF provider has to ensure that the requested
composed service satisfies the user’s requirements regarding
reputation. For this purpose, the reputation of service providers
and the reputation of their supplied elementary services has
to be considered during the composition process. In order to
enable OTF providers to select service providers they want to
retrieve elementary services from, reputation information about
service providers must be available.

(R2) Service Provider Reputation: The reputation system
must provide reputation information about service
providers.

Reputation of elementary services influences the reputation of
composed services. For example, if a composed image pro-
cessing service uses a well-known, reputable implementation
of a specific image filter, it can be assumed, that the composed
service’s reputation will be higher, than the reputation of
a composed service made of unknown elementary services.
Thus, the service matching processes (cf. Figure 1) as well
as the service recommendation process have to consider the
reputation of elementary services. While the matching process
has to determine to what extent an elementary service fulfills
certain requirements considering reputation, the recommen-
dation process has to determine the best composition steps
including reputation. Reputation information, however, cannot
be simply extrapolated from service providers to elementary
services, since a service provider may supply services of vary-
ing quality. Therefore, reputation information about elementary
services must be available, too.

(R3) Service Reputation: The reputation system must
provide reputation information about elementary
services that have been consumed as a part of a
composed service.

The recommendation process additionally rates alternative
composition steps based on experience gained from previous
composition processes. Reputation information about previ-
ously composed services is needed as feedback for the recom-
mendation process in order to adapt its recommendation strat-
egy by means of Reinforcement Learning. An OTF provider’s
experience, however, can be considered a business secret that
must not be revealed to other market participants.

(R4) Composed Service Reputation: The reputation sys-
tem must provide reputation information about com-
posed services without revealing business secrets of
OTF providers.

Users only interact with OTF providers and not with service
providers directly (cf. Figure 1). As a consequence, a user’s
feedback mainly contains information about OTF providers
and their composed services. Only once in a while may a user
be able to additionally rate elementary services. For example,
when using a composed service for an image processing task,
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users may not be aware of all elementary services, e.g., of the
filter service that reduces image noise. However, they may be
able to rate an elementary service that implements an image
compression algorithm, since the way the algorithm effects the
execution result can be directly observed in terms of the size
and quality of the generated image or video.

(R5) Incomplete User Rating: The reputation system has
to consider that a user is most often only able to rate
OTF providers and their composed services, while
a user is only sometimes able to rate elementary
services and never able to rate service providers.

B. Technical Requirements

The reputation system needs to provide access to the dif-
ferent reputation values mentioned in the previous section for
the different parties illustrated in Figure 1. Those parties have
diverse and variable needs for reputation value computations
and access as well as interaction preferences. For the service
recommendation process, recent ratings are more important to
accelerate the learning process and therefore reputation values
that put a higher weight on those ratings are desired (e.g.,
rather a geometric mean than an average with equal weights).
In contrast, for a user, it might be preferable that a certain
composed service has a very low failure rate and thus, during
the provider selection process, reputation values that include
historic values to a sufficient extent and put a higher weight on
negative ratings have to be considered. The reputation system’s
functionality to process user feedback and to provide it as
reputation information has to satisfy the diverse needs of the
requesting parties.

(R6) Flexible Feedback Processing: The reputation sys-
tem must support flexible processing of user feed-
back.

Certain restrictions may be applied: Concerning requirement
(R4), reputation information about composed services shall be
retrievable only by the OTF provider that originally accom-
plished the service composition process.

(R7) Access Control: The reputation system must imple-
ment access control to reputation values.

Furthermore, the reputation system shall support different
interaction models. Parties, such as the OTF provider’s service
recommendation component, need new reputation information
as soon as it is available. New reputation information has to
be automatically forwarded by the reputation system without
explicitly asking for it. Other processes that rarely need to
retrieve reputation information, such as users or the service
matching component, shall be able to access those data actively
on demand to reduce the data traffic.

(R8) Interaction: The reputation system must support
alternative interaction concepts. Reputation informa-
tion must either be provided on demand triggered by
a request event, or actively sent to a party as soon
as new reputation information is available.

Furthermore, security and privacy protection are crucial
issues—as we have already investigated more generally for
the OTF Computing as well [2]. If users could arbitrarily rate

any services (without having used them), the reputation system
would not constitute any benefit. If any party would be able
to manipulate the reputation values, users could not trust the
provided values and thus the reputation system’s benefit would
be lost as well.

(R9) Rating Authorization: Only authorized users, i.e.,
users that performed a transaction with an OTF
provider, are allowed to rate that transaction.

(R10) Correctness: The computed reputation value pro-
vided by the reputation system must be correct, i.e.,
it must not be possible for any party to manipulate
the reputation value (computation).

Depending on the traded services on the market, users might
only be willing to rate transactions if they can stay anony-
mous. They do not want to (publicly) reveal which services
were consumed by them. It has been shown in the past that
designing a reputation system that provides user anonymity is
a challenging task [17].

(R11) Anonymity of Rating User: No party shall be able
to relate (individual) ratings to users.

(R12) Unlinkability of User Rating to Transaction: The
OTF provider must not be able to relate a rating
to a transaction (previously executed with a certain
user)—in order to achieve user anonymity.

IV. A FLEXIBLE REPUTATION SYSTEM

This section introduces the conceptual design of our pro-
posed solution in terms of a flexible reputation system. First,
the system’s internal processes as well as its interaction ca-
pabilities are described. Afterwards, we illustrate in particular
how the system meets each requirement listed in Section III.
An overview of our proposed solution is given in Figure 2. It
shows the internal structure of our flexible reputation system
as well as the interactions with the OTF Computing process.
Both is further explained in the following.

OTF Provider

Service 
Composition

Service 
Recommendation

1) Request

2a) Response, id3) Execution

OTF Provider
Selection

Service 
Provider 
Selection

Service
Matching

Service Provider

4) Rating, id

User

     Reputation System

Aggregation System

Composed Services

OTF Providers

Accumulated Ratings

Aggregation

Aggregation

Aggregation

Aggregation

Reputation Values

Services1

Composed Services3

OTF Providers4

Service Providers2

134 2

Services

Decomposition of 
User Ratings

2b) Composition 
Information, id

Figure 2: Proposed OTF Computing Reputation System. Internal structure and
interactions with the OTF Computing process are depicted.
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A. Basic Internal Structure

The reputation system is modeled as a stand-alone and
independent component within the OTF Computing environ-
ment. The reputation values are derived by processing user rat-
ings of services, composed services, as well as OTF providers.
The internal structure can be divided into three main sections.

The Accumulated Ratings section provides functionality for
accumulating raw values of incoming user ratings over time.
To increase robustness, these values can be stored by means
of a distributed storage system. The number of values to be
stored is not necessarily restricted. However, depending on the
available storage space and the amount of incoming values,
outdated values may either be discarded or at least consolidated
into a lower amount of values in the long run.

The Aggregation System provides functionality for process-
ing a set of raw values in order to generate an aggregated
representation. However, one can flexibly choose the set of
raw values to be incorporated into the process, the actual
aggregation function to be applied (e.g., arithmetic/geometric
averaging, identifying the maximum or approximating the
future trend by time series analysis) and the final representation
(e.g., single scalars such as mean or median, or density
functions in terms of their statistical parameters).

The Reputation Values section finally provides the inter-
faces for accessing the different reputation values of services,
service providers, composed services, and OTF providers.
When accessing reputation values, the set of raw user ratings
to be considered, the actual aggregation function as well as the
final representation can be flexibly specified. Reputation values
are not stored within the system, but always computed on
demand dependent on the previously mentioned specifications.
This flexibility allows requests for reputation information to
adapt to more complex reputation requirements imposed by
users. For example, a user may want an image processing
service with a reputation value higher than 4 based on at least
20 user ratings that are not older than 6 months. Another user
may want an image processing service which has an average
reputation value of 4, while no elementary service should have
a reputation value less than 2.

B. Integration into the On-The-Fly Computing Process

Reputation values are consumed by the Service Matching,
the Service Recommendation, the Service Provider Selection,
and the OTF Provider Selection processes within the overall
OTF Computing process. Beside flexibility regarding how a
reputation value is internally computed, our proposed reputa-
tion system also provides flexible interaction capabilities. On
the one hand, reputation values can be accessed by a pull
approach whenever they are needed. Following this approach,
the requester inherits the active role by asking for reputation
data if and only if it is necessary. This solution is efficient
when reputation information is needed less frequently (e.g.,
when a user wants to choose an OTF provider). On the other
hand, a push approach shifts the active role to the reputation
system. Reputation information is sent to a party as soon as
new data is available. This approach also allows for creating
a local cache of the latest reputation values without flooding
the reputation system with redundant requests for possibly new
information.

Aggregation
System

Reputation
SystemInterface

Matcher

aggregate
using f

Rating
Storage

getReputation(“ImagePro1“,f_id)

(3,4,3,5,5)

getRatings(“ImagePro“)

4

compare aggr. rep.
with request

“match
successful“

4

getReputation(“ImagePro1“,f_id)

Request = “I want an image 
processing service with a 
reputation ≥ 4“

Provided Service = image 
processing service with the id 
“ImagePro1“

match(
   Request,
   ProvidedService)

select f based
on f_id

Figure 3: Simplified example interaction with the reputation system.

Figure 3 shows the interaction with the proposed reputation
system using the example of the service matching process
(matcher). During the OTF Computing process, the matcher
is called for each elementary service that possibly satisfies
an OTF provider’s request (cf. Section II-B). In this context,
Figure 3 illustrates the access of reputation information for
exactly one elementary service by a pull approach.

The reputation matching process is initiated by providing
the request information and the description of an elemen-
tary service and by calling the match operation. For the
sake of simplicity, the request in the depicted example only
shows an extract: An image processing service should have
a minimum reputation value of 4. This request shall now be
matched against an elementary service with id ImagePro1.
The matcher asks the reputation system for a reputation value
of service ImagePro1 aggregated by means of an aggregation
function with id f_id. Hence, the aggregation system fetches
the relevant user rating values (3,4,3,5,5) from the storage, se-
lects the corresponding aggregation function (here, arithmetic
averaging), and computes an aggregated reputation value of
4. Based on this result, the matcher decides that the service
matches to the request.

After a composed service was executed (Step 3 in Figure 2),
users are encouraged to provide feedback on their transactions.
They are asked to rate composed services, OTF providers, and
single services. The feedback in terms of user ratings is the
foundation for generating reputation information within the
reputation system. To be able to identify which composed
service a rating belongs to, OTF providers attach an id to
their response (Step 2a in Figure 2). This id corresponds to
the particular structure of a composed service, meaning that
identical composed services have identical ids. During the
rating process for a composed service, this id is forwarded
to the reputation system (Step 4 in Figure 2).

Elementary services that are consumed as a part of a
composed service cannot always be rated separately by the
user. In fact, due to complex user requests, we expect that this
is rarely possible. Thus, in order to still be able to provide rep-
utation values for elementary services and to benefit from all
information available, our reputation system decomposes user
ratings of composed services. To enable this decomposition,
the id the OTF provider sends with his response (cf. Figure 2)
is reused: Simultaneously with his response to the user (Step
2a in Figure 2), the OTF provider sends the same id together
with composition information to the reputation system (Step
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2b in Figure 2).

As pointed out above, our reputation system for the OTF
Computing shall provide flexibility, which also means that
different implementations for the components are supported.
We have already shown that such an implementation of a
reputation system for the OTF Computing can be done in
a secure and privacy-preserving way—respecting the require-
ments stated in Section III [18]. In contrast to related work,
as covered in Section V, this approach only requires a single
reputation provider, which is in line with the requirements of
OTF Computing, and does not need any other components
(such as a bulletin board). The approach is based on the
Paillier cryptosystem [19] to provide a reputation value as
an aggregation of individual user ratings without revealing
anything about the individual ratings to any party.

C. Satisfying On-The-Fly Computing Requirements

Our proposed solution in terms of a flexible reputation
system fulfills all requirements listed in Section III. This
section points out how the reputation system fulfills each of
these requirements in particular.

The proposed reputation system enables users to rate OTF
providers, composed services, and—if possible—elementary
services. Assured by the transfered id, in this context, only
users that are involved in a particular transaction taking place
on the OTF market, i.e., users that have requested, received
and executed a particular composed service, are allowed to
participate in the rating process. This ensures ratings by
authorized users (R9). How to realize the rating process in
particular (i.e., what kind of questions have to be asked and
how a user rating value is represented) is beyond the scope of
this paper.

Correctness of the provided reputation values is ensured
by design. Reputation values are computed on demand by
the system itself based on a pre-defined set of aggregation
functions. Furthermore, the entire system is an independent
component within the OTF Computing environment. As a
consequence, manipulations of the computation process by
other participants are eliminated (R10).

Anonymity of users (R11) as well as unlinkability of user
ratings to transactions (R12) is ensured by the accumulation
and aggregation functionality. For reasons of privacy pro-
tection, i.e., in order to not reveal individual user ratings,
the reputation system always collects individual ratings and
aggregates them. Although the single user ratings are stored
within the reputation system, they are not accessible to market
participants so that individual ratings are not traceable. In
this context, it is important that the amount of accumulated
user ratings is high enough and that the aggregation operation
sufficiently condenses the user ratings such that it can be
guaranteed that no information on individual ratings can be
recovered. If not enough user ratings are included in the
aggregation process (e.g., when not enough user ratings are
available yet, or if a request explicitly specifies to only consider
just a few user ratings), the reputation system will not provide
a value but will raise an exception.

All processes that need reputation information within the
entire OTF Computing process have access to the reputation

system. The flexibility of our proposed solution enables each
market participant to freely choose an interaction approach
(push or pull) that is most appropriate with respect to the
market participant’s internal processes (R8). Furthermore, the
process of generating reputation values can be adjusted by
each market participant individually by specifying the set of
user ratings to be considered, the actual aggregation function
to be applied, and the final representation of the aggregated
value (R6).

Reputation information about OTF providers (R1) is pro-
vided by the reputation system in a straight-forward manner.
Users rate their satisfaction regarding the transaction with an
OTF provider. These ratings are accumulated and aggregated
by the reputation system and can be accessed by other users.
The process of generating reputation information about com-
posed services (R4) is similar. Users rate their satisfaction
regarding the execution process and the execution result of
a composed service. These ratings, again, are accumulated
and aggregated by the reputation system. In comparison to the
reputation of OTF providers, however, reputation information
about composed services is OTF provider-related. In order
to preserve business secrets, OTF providers can only access
anonymized user ratings of composed services they originally
sold (R7).

Besides being directly rated by users, ratings of elementary
services also have to be derived from ratings for composed
services (R3). For this purpose, OTF providers send informa-
tion about their composed service to the reputation system.
In order to not reveal their business secrets, this composition
information, however, only consists of abstract, structural
information. Only the set of elementary services included in
a composed service is exposed, but not, for example, when
and how often a particular service is called. This way, the
provider’s business secrets are protected, while it also allows
for a mapping of the rating for a composed service to single
services (R5).

Since users only interact with OTF providers, user ratings
for service providers cannot be provided to the reputation
system (R5). To overcome this problem, the aggregation sys-
tem extrapolates from reputation information about elementary
services to information about the associated service providers
during the aggregation process (R2).

While composing services, reputation information about
elementary services have most likely to be aggregated in
order to choose composed services not only based on their
(aggregated) non-functional properties, but also based on their
overall reputation. How to determine this overall reputation,
however, depends on the user requirements and the com-
position strategy of the respective OTF provider. If a user
requires, e.g., all elementary services to satisfy a minimal
reputation value, an OTF provider has to check the reputation
value of each services individually. Another user might be
satisfied with an average reputation value above a specific
threshold. In this case, an OTF provider has to determine
the average reputation value by aggregating all single values.
Subsequently, the aggregated value and the threshold value
have to be compared. In either case, aggregation of reputation
values is not part of the reputation system itself. For that
reason, a further investigation of how to appropriately integrate
reputation information into service composition in addition to
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common non-functional properties is beyond the scope of this
paper.

V. RELATED WORK

There is a lot of literature on reputation, both in economics
and computer science. Our interpretation of reputation is
used for instance by Shapiro [20] or as well by Bar-Isaac
and Tadelis [21], who summarize the economic literature on
reputation. Design aspects related to mathematically modeling
a reputation system and challenges that arise with online trans-
actions, are explicitly discussed by Friedman et al. [22] and
Dellarocas [23], for example. More closely related, we identify
three involved fields, Reputation Systems, Privacy-Preserving
Systems and Service Composition, and their overlappings with
each other as shown in Figure 4. In the following, we present
related work which has been done within these overlappings
in more detail.

x

Privacy-
Preserving

Systems

Reputation
Systems

Service
Composition

[24]

[25] [26]
[27]

Figure 4: Overview of related work.

A. Reputation Systems and Privacy-Preserving Systems

Researchers have come up with privacy-preserving repu-
tation systems in the past. Kerschbaum et al. [24] present a
system which requires two centralized mutually mistrusting
reputation providers in order to achieve anonymous user rat-
ings. Users encrypt their ratings and send them to the first
reputation provider which collects a number of ratings and
then publishes them to a bulletin board. The second reputation
provider retrieves the ratings from the bulletin board to decrypt
and aggregate them before providing a (computed) reputation
value. The approach is based on the Paillier cryptosystem [19].
However, the approach is too inflexible and complex to be used
in our OTF Computing setting. We want to keep a lean OTF
infrastructure with only one reputation provider and no other
additional components, such as a bulletin board, used only by
the reputation system.

B. Reputation Systems and Service Composition

Motallebi et al. [25] integrate Component Reputation and
Component Trust in order to derive the reputation of a com-
posed service from trust values for single services. They do
this by taking into account the frequency of invocations of
these services. However, this approach covers only some of
our requirements for a reputation system in On-The-Fly Com-
puting. For example, neither service providers are considered,
nor is privacy or security a topic within their publication.

C. Service Composition and Privacy-Preserving Systems

Tbahriti et al. [26] identify privacy preservation as one of
the most challenging problems in Data-as-a-Service (DaaS)
services composition. DaaS is about combining web services
for data publishing and sharing. In their proposed approach,
privacy policies specify how collected data is treated and pri-
vacy requirements specify how the service-consuming services
are expected to treat the provided data. Similarly, Costante et
al. [27] come up with a solution for web service selection and
composition that takes privacy into account. Users are able to
specify their privacy preferences which are checked against
the service providers’ privacy policies. Only in the case of a
successful match are the service providers’ services selected
and used for composition. Both approaches do not take into
account reputation of elementary or composed services.

In contrast to related work, we pursue a privacy-by-design
approach that builds privacy protection into the reputation
system for OTF Computing. This allows us to prove that
privacy is achieved rather than to rely on guarantees made
by the participants.

D. Conclusion: Related Work

It is noteworthy that no work—to the best of our
knowledge— that includes all the different fields mentioned
above (the overlapping marked “x” in Figure 4) has been done.
This is where we contribute with this paper: We are the first to
present the requirements for such a system, describe a flexible
solution, and point out further interesting research challenges
that still need to be solved in the future.

VI. RESEARCH CHALLENGES

The introduction of a reputation system in the OTF Com-
puting in Section IV is conceptual and provides flexibility
for further specifications. As research challenges, we highlight
some of the trade-offs that result from the requirements im-
posed in Section III. A more detailed investigation of each of
the research challenges is beyond the scope of this conceptual
contribution and is planned to be considered in future work.

Efficiency in Learning versus Privacy Protection: The
reinforcement learning approach, which is used to improve the
service composition process, needs direct feedback after each
composition. If the feedback is absent, the learning process
is hampered. However, for reasons of privacy protection, no
direct feedback is given to any party. Only an aggregated value
of the accumulation of several individual ratings (feedback)
is provided, as described in Section IV. Thus, a research
challenge is to investigate the trade-off between privacy pro-
tection and learning efficiency. It has to be investigated how a
delayed feedback after several service composition processes
(accumulation) in an aggregated form affects the convergence
behavior of the learning process.

Benefit of Privacy Protection: As discussed in this paper,
the design of a privacy-preserving solution entails a multitude
of trade-offs that need to be taken into account, e.g., the
trade-off between privacy and learning mechanism efficiency.
Thus, it needs to be investigated whether market participants
are interested in implementing a privacy-preserving solution
at all. We need to prove that privacy protection is a benefit
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of OTF Computing and that users rather use such a market
than any other which does not provide such strong privacy
guarantees. Concerning the introduced reputation system, we
want to examine whether users are more willingly providing
ratings when their privacy is protected—which is not the case
in any other state-of-the-art reputation system in use today.

Manipulation Resistance versus Privacy Protection: An
important further issue is to obtain truthful user feedback.
Ratings may be dishonest or randomly chosen [22]. So far we
assumed that users have no incentives to strategically manip-
ulate their feedback and moreover we supposed that feedback
on a transaction is always provided. Truthful rating behavior is
induced by incentive compatible reputation mechanisms [28]
(and the references mentioned therein). To ensure privacy pro-
tection, several ratings need to be accumulated and aggregated.
It has already been analyzed how the aggregation of ratings
impacts the efficiency of a reputation mechanism [29] and how
it influences incentives for truthful rating behavior [30]. An
important next step now is to further understand the interplay
of incentive compatibility and privacy protection. Therefore,
a challenging question is whether and how it is possible to
design reputation systems that induce truthful feedback and
respect privacy protection.

Fuzzy Matching of Reputation Values: Another open issue
is how reputation should be matched. Since the reputation of
a service is not an objective measure, such as signatures or
protocols, uncertainty might be introduced into the matching
process. For example, as noted in our fuzzy matching sur-
vey [12], the user stating the request might tolerate variations
(e.g., “I want a service with approximately five stars”), or the
request might include requirements for which the correspond-
ing information on the provider side do not exist yet (e.g.,
there has not been much feedback yet because the service is
new on the market and thus the reputation is unclear). We are
going to analyze how a fuzzy reputation matching can cope
with such challenges.

Context-Specific Reputation: In our current system, we
focus on the overall reputation of (composed) services and
providers. However, in reality, reputation is rather context-
specific [31]. For example, an image processing service could
have a good reputation regarding the response time but a
bad reputation regarding security. Thus, the reputation system
should maintain vectors instead of single values for ratings
and reputation. However, this also increases the complexity
of the different components that access the reputation system.
For example, matching could become much more detailed, but
also less efficient in terms of performance.

Trust and Reputation: Another open issue is to distinguish
between trust and reputation. Trust can be understood as a
private reputation value in contrast to the public reputation
value [32]. It needs to be analyzed whether reputation systems
should distinguish between these concepts and how the whole
scenario could benefit from it.

VII. CONCLUSION

In the context of OTF Computing, we use a reputation
system to collect information about experiences users make
with composed services in transactions. From an economic
perspective, the buying decision of a user and the future sale

opportunity of an OTF provider crucially depend on the current
reputation value. Our contribution in this paper comprises the
collection of requirements and the proposal of a conceptual
solution for a flexible reputation system in OTF Computing.
To fulfill the posed requirements, we identified necessary
operations as well as additional properties and described their
interaction. We analyzed the influence of reputation infor-
mation on the processes and proposed the integration of a
reputation system in the OTF Computing infrastructure. In
our work, we put a special focus on composed services as
well as on privacy. As part of our contribution, we combined
approaches from the literature on reputation systems, service
composition, and privacy protection. Finally, we presented
research challenges that arise from conflicting objectives and
deserve further investigations.
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